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Happy Friday!
This week’s views to ponder:
Work schedules under review - renewed interest in 4-day
workweeks, flexible schedules, virtual/hybrid environments. A lot to
consider these days!
Syncing feeling! Technology has changed personal - and business banking relationships. Bank visits are fewer and fewer!
Pardon me…my watch is ringing. Interruptions from all angles!
One fun fact!

What are your hours?

Our thought bubble: What to do about work schedules. So many
things to consider! Employees are seeking changes from many angles.
Some want a 4-day week; others want virtual positions; others want to
return to company offices.
Why it matters: as a small business owner, it’s hard to imagine
shutting down the home office after just 4 days of work. Large businesses
can adjust employee schedules to keep offices open for 5 or 6 days (or
even 7) days a week.
What they're saying: while roughly 5% of businesses operate on a 4day workweek, the competition for top talent is forcing companies to
consider all aspects of hiring to attract candidates. The 4-day week is
becoming an attractive option. The challenge: can your company
effectively function?
The bottom line: 4-day work weeks reportedly increase productivity.
Flexible schedules increase recruiting leverage. There is a common theme
developing, and we employers need to address what’s best for all!

That “syncing” feeling…

Changing times! The trip to the bank is dwindling. Between online
syncing, mobile deposits, and bill-paying apps, the need to visit the local
bank have drastically reduced!
Why it matters: If you aren’t syncing personal and business accounts bank, credit, investments - your really should consider it. Reduction of
the time to track income and expenses is staggering. All items
automatically input, and the task of monthly account reconciliation
becomes brainless.
The bottom line: To avoid a sinking feeling of falling behind with
financial management, give some thought to syncing…if you haven’t
already done so.

My watch is ringing!

Our thought bubble: The question “what time is it?” has been
replaced! “Who’s calling?” is now the theme of the watch. Actually, you
don’t even need to ask, since the watch face tells you! Just another
interruption or distraction to consider.

Big picture: It’s happening more and more: “Just a minute - my watch
is ringing.” My conversation is abruptly interrupted because the person
with whom I am talking has to visit her watch. Our conversation was
essentially over whether I liked it or not.
Why it matters: We are constantly faced with challenges when engaged
in conversation. The distractions continue, and we really need to think
before we react to outside forces. Concentrating on the task at hand - that
person with whom you are conversing - needs to be center - and only stage. I need to work on that, although the ringing watch hasn’t been a
challenge…yet!

One fun fact!

An icon (from the Greek εἰκών eikṓ n 'image, resemblance') is a
religious work of art, most commonly a painting, in the cultures of the
Eastern Orthodox, Oriental Orthodox, the Roman Catholic, and more
recently protestant churches. Icons became subjects of worship and
adoration
Yes, but: I suspect that today’s more common knowledge of icons has to
do with branding. Icons have become a symbol of a particular brand or
app. I find myself looking for the symbol…not the name. The iconic
worship of apps is simply amazing.

It’s been a rough week...who would have considered a war in 2022.
Certainly far from my thoughts - and increasingly distressing. It is simply
hard to grasp the thinking behind the efforts to destroy a country. Our
thoughts are with the people of Ukraine with hopes that this conflict
quickly becomes a thing of the past. While not confident about that
actually happening, here’s hoping….
Have a restful weekend and get psyched for a great week ahead!

Feedback
Anonymously tell us what you thought of this newsletter. Your responses
will help us create better content for you!
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